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Abstract

Using the molecular dynamics simulation method, the microstructure of distortion

region near curved amorphous-like grain boundary in nano-NiAl alloy is studied. The results

showed that due to the internal elastic force of high energy grain boundary, distortion layer

exists between grain and grain boundary. The lattice expansion and structure factor

decreasing are observed in this region. Stacking fault in sample with grain size 3.8nm is

clearly observed across the distortion region at the site very close to grain. The influences of

different grain sizes on average distortion degree and volume fractions of distortion region,

grain and grain boundary are also discussed .



Introduction ;

Since the pioneer work on nanocrystallines done by Gleiter et al., these new kinds of

materials have shown many astonishing novel properties according to its structure difference

to conventional polycrystallines. Most of these properties are related to the nanometre scale

grain size and considerable volume fraction of grain boundaries. To understand the structural

difference between nanomaterials and coarsegrain materials, various structural investigations

have been carried out on nanocrystallines using experimental methods[17] and theoretical

simulations'81. It has been increasingly recognized that different material synthesis and

processing methods result in different spacial atomic configuration and properties of

nanomaterials. The non-equilibrium grain boundary is a typical structure of nanomaterials

synthesized by non-equilibrium processing, such as severe plastic deformation and

electrodeposition method etc.

HREM observation'3' on nanocrystalline produced by inert-gas condensation and in

situ compaction technique showed that the shape of grains tended to be round and a large

number of curved disordered grain boundaries existed when the grain size was decreased to

about lOnm. Lattice distortion near grain boundary is clearly showed in this work, and the

width of the distortion region near grain boundary is about lnm'31. X-ray diffraction analysis'

also indicated the existence of lattice distortion in nanomaterials, but this method could not

determine exactly where the strained atoms located. Concerning of these experimental

evidences, more attentions should be paid to the microstructure of distortion region near grain

boundaries in small grain size nanocrystallines. The influence of distortion region on the

mechanical properties, such hardness and yield stress etc, should not be neglected.

The present paper is focusing on describing the structural properties of distorted

regions near curved amorphous-like grain boundaries in small grain size nanomaterails.

Molecular dynamics simulation method is used to study the atomic configurations of

distortion regions. The influences of different grain sizes on distortion degree and volume



fraction of distortion region are also studied.

Model and simulation procedure

In this paper, the structure of simulated samples are similar to that of small grain size

nanocrystalline observed in experiment. Randomly oriented spherical grains are separated by

non-equilibrium amorphous-like grain boundaries. For conveniently investigating the

influence of grain size on microstructure of distortion region, we did not perform a realistic

grain-size distribution. For simplicity, three-dimension simulation boxes are constructed by

eight close packed equal diameter spherical grains that embedded in amorphous-like

interfacial regions. Periodic boundary conditions are used during simulations to mimic the

difference with bulk material. Samples with grain size 3.8nm, 6.2nm and 8.7nm are

generated for studying the grain size influence on microstructure of nanomaterials. The

densities of simulated samples are about 94% of the perfect NiAl alloy value.

Simulations are carried out to NiAl alloy systems using molecular dynamics method.

The source code is a parallel calculation software package named "XMD simulation"

compiled by J.Rifkin. The EAM potential is used to describe the interatomic interactions, and

zero temperature lattice parameter is ao=2.87lA. Time step for MD simulations is selected to

be 2*10~15 second that is a proper balance between energy convergence and calculation time.

After embedding the grains into the amorphous-like matrix, we quench these systems

at zero temperature. The samples are then relaxed under the driving force coming from the

internal stress field without thermaldynamic influences. This procedure ensures that the

results are the intrinsic properties attributing to the configuration difference between grain

and grain boundary. The final atomic configurations are stored for microstructure analysis

when the average energy of atoms converged to a constant value and further simulation time



does not have significant effect. Microstructure is characterized by energy distribution,

average nearest neighbor distance and structural factor analysis etc.

Results and discussion

Nanomaterials have high energy grain boundaries. The energy difference between

grain and grain boundary can increase the energy of grain atoms that are adjacent to grain

boundary. The releasing of excess energy is realized by the relaxation of atomic configuration

and the energy distribution exhibits a transition distortion region near the grain boundary.

Fig. 1 shows the changing of average energy distribution before and after energy relaxation in

two neighbor grains. One can see in Fig.l that the energy difference between grain and grain

boundary before relaxation is higher than that of after relaxation. The energy of atoms inside

grain is equal to the perfect crystalline. Energy transition layers between grain and grain

boundary are formed during the relaxation procedure. The with of transition layer is about

lnm that fits in well with the HREM observation.

To demonstrate the lattice distortion in transition layer, we do some structure analysis

on atomic configuration. Fig.2 shows the changing of average nearest neighbor distance

(ANND) of atoms as a function of the distance from the centre of grain boundary. Results

indicate that the ANNDs inside grains are equal to the perfect lattice value. The ANNDs show

the means lattice dilation in distortion layer. According to these investigations, the atoms in

nanocrystalline are configured as three kinds: grain atoms, distortion region atoms and grain

boundary atoms respectively in this paper.

The changing of structure factor of atoms in grain and distortion region is showed in

Fig. 3. It clearly demonstrates that the closer the atoms located from grain boundary centre, the

less order of atomic configuration will be.



Fig.4 is a slice of sample with grain size of 3.8nm. A stacking fault could be clearly

observed across the distortion region. Structure analysis shows the slip plane belongs to the

{112}<111> system, which is the most favored slip system in bcc metal. The forming of this

stacking fault is due to a partial dislocation travelling across the distortion region from point

A to point B. This dislocation activity is very close to the grain region. This result suggests

that the grain in small grain size nanomaterials with curved amorphous-like grain boundaries

would be more easily deformed than in nanomaterials with straight grain boundaries during

plastic deformation.

X-ray diffraction analysis1" has demonstrated the grain size dependence of atomic

distortion degree in nanomaterials. In the present paper, the average distortion degree A is

measured by the drift of nearest neighbor peak in the radial distribution function spectrum of

atoms in nanocrystalline, and is calculated by A=(a-ao)/ao. The grain size influence on

distortion degree showed in Fig.5 fits in well with X-ray diffraction experiment not only on

the changing tendency, but also on the magnitude. Our result shows that the smaller the grain

size is, the bigger the distortion degree will be, which is increasing from 0.1% to 1% while

grain size is decreased from 8.7nm to 3.8nm.

Fig.6 gives the grain size dependence of volume fraction of distortion region, grain

and grain boundary in three simulated samples respectively. The results clearly show that

with the decreasing of grain size, the volume fraction of distortion region increases more

rapidly than that of grain boundary, while the volume fraction of grain decreases. The largest

volume fraction occupied by distortion regions in nanocrystalline reminds us that the

important role of distorted regions on the properties of nanomaterials must be treated

carefully, especially when structural sensitive properties are considered.

The average grain size is always a basic parameter for configuring the nanomaterials



when the structural dependent properties are discussed (such as Hall-Petch relationship or

reverse Hall-Petch effect in mechanical property). Theoretical investigations on plastic

deformation of nanocrystalline[9'10] showed that grain boundaries play a dominant role in

these processes when grain size is decreased to very small region. They indicated that most of

the plastic deformation is corresponded to large number of small sliding of atomic planes at

the grain boundaries. The nanocrystalline atoms are simple specified as grain atoms and grain

boundary atoms in there simulations. Based on the present results, it is necessary that the

influence of distortion region, which corresponding to curved amorphous-like grain

boundaries, must be considered when the mechanical properties of nanomaterials are studied.

In summery, the curved amorphous-like grain boundaries result in distortion region

between grain and grain boundary, and this distortion region may play an important role in

mechanical properties of small grain size nanocrystalline.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l Changing of average energy distribution before and after atomic configuration

relaxation.

Fig.2 Changing of average nearest neighbor distance of atoms with the distance from

the center of grain.

Fig.3 The relationship between the distance from the center of the GB and the

structure factor of atoms.

Fig.4 Slice of atoms showed stacking fault in distortion region.

Fig.5 The effect of grain size on distortion degree.

Fig.6 The influence of grain sizes on the volume ratio of the grain, distortion region

and grain boundary respectively.
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